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Monarch Hydrating Instant Hand Sanitizer 

by Air Techniques Receives High Reviews 

MELVILLE, New York — (October 27, 2016) — Air Techniques, Inc., a leading innovator and 

manufacturer of dental equipment, received very high reviews for Monarch Hydrating 

Instant Hand Sanitizer. The hand sanitizer was evaluated by 13 dental professionals. 

This Peer-to-Peer product evaluation was conducted by Dental Product Shopper. Monarch 

Hydrating Instant Hand Sanitizer received a 4.6 rating out of a possible 5.0 making it a DPS 

Best Product.   

Each evaluator used Monarch Hand Sanitizer in their practice for 4 weeks. The final score 

was calculated by combining the evaluator’s individual criteria average with their overall 

satisfaction average. Monarch received the highest ratings in evaluation criteria’s such as 

“Drying time”, “Scent” and “Softness of skin after use”. 

 “The unique formulation of our Monarch hand sanitizer is designed for repeated use while 

keeping the hands soft and smooth.” said Nicole Miller, Product Manager of Hygiene. “We 

are excited to learn that our alcohol-based gel hand sanitizer scored high in the 

categories that make this formula unique from competing brands.” 

Monarch Hydrating Instant Hand Sanitizer features a pleasant apple scent, dries quickly, 

does not dry out hands and is enriched with Aloe vera for smooth skin and easy regloving.  

100% of the evaluators would recommend Monarch Hydrating Instant Hand Sanitizer to 

their colleagues. 

Air Techniques offers a comprehensive line of infection control products, as well as an 

entire line of digital imaging products, and is the leading dental manufacturer of dental 

vacuums and air compressors systems in North America. Air Techniques distributes their 

products globally through a large network of dealers. For more information on Air 

Techniques, please visit: www.airtechniques.com. Become a fan of Air Techniques 

on Facebook and follow the company on Twitter. 
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